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and completion time, thereby allowing the designer to choose a design that best meets the spec­
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that in the popular dependence-based methods [4, 5]. Consequently, GPM can be used to find 
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t1 Introduction
Many applications of digital signal processing, scientific computing, medical imaging, digital com­
munications, and control are characterized by repeated execution of a small number of computa­
tionally intensive operations. In order to meet performance requirements of these applications, it 
is often necessary to dedicate hardware with parallel processing capabilities to these specialized 
operations. Processor arrays (or systolic arrays), due to their structural regularity and consequent 
suitability for VLSI implementation, are frequently used for this purpose. This paper discusses 
systematic ways of mapping these algorithms into specialized processor arrays.
The fundamental concept behind a processor architecture is that the Von-Neumann  bottle­
neck is greatly alleviated by repeated use of a fetched data item in a physically distributed array of 
processing elements [6 ]. The regularity of these arrays leads to inexpensive and dense VLSI imple­
mentations, which imply high-performance and low cost. Application-specific processor arrays fit 
naturally into the concept of a hardware library, where functional units are in relation to the host 
computer as subroutines from a software library are to production code.
Initial designs of processor arrays were ad hoc, and relied heavily on designers’ skill and intu­
ition. Since every algorithm needs a specialized design customized to its communication patterns, 
a systematic technique for generating processor arrays from the algorithm description is necessary. 
Therefore, a great deal of effort has been devoted by numerous researchers to generate processor 
arrays systematically. An overview of the different methods can be found in the reference [7].
The techniques discussed here apply to algorithms described as recurrences, either by mathe­
matical expressions or by high-level-language programs. Section 1 .1  provides a precise character­
ization of the class of algorithms for which our results are valid. The techniques are illustrated 
by examples involving linear arrays of processors (1 -dimensional processor arrays); however, unless 
otherwise stated, the results can be extended to processor arrays of arbitrary d im ensions. We 
choose to study linear arrays because they are easier to build and program than arrays of higher 
dimension.
The general notation used in this paper is as follows. Vectors are in lower case with arrows on 
top, and matrices are in upper-case bold font. The transpose of vector v and matrix M are denoted 
by v* and M*, respectively. The absolute value of vector v is denoted by |v|, and notation v > u 
means that every component of v is greater than or equal to the corresponding component of u. 
Vector 0 denotes a row or column vector whose entries are all zeroes. The dimensions of vector 0, 
and whether it denotes a row or column vector, are implied by the context in which it is used. The 
scalar product of two vectors and t?2 , and the product of a vector v and matrix M are written
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1(without transposes) as vi • uj and v • M (or M • v) respectively. The product of two matrices M i, 
M 2 , and a scalar s and a vector v are simply written as M i M 2 and sv  without any dot symbol.
1.1 Algorithm  M odel
Affine dependence algorithms can be used to model a large number of computation-intensive ap­
plications in image processing, digital signal processing, and other scientific applications. Such 
algorithms can be described as nested DO loops as follows.
DO (ii = /i,« i ; ia = 2 ; ; jn = *n,Un)
B i ( f ) ; 
b 2( f ) ;
Ht{ f ) ;
END
The column vector J  = in f  is the index vector (or index point). i =  1 , • • ■, t, are
t assignment statements in iteration J  having the form
1 < t < r . (1 )
Affine recurrence equations (ARE) with a convex polyhedral domain can be used to model the 
above program if (i) all loop bounds U and are affine functions of loop variables j i , . . . ,  ji-\]
(ii) index functions y() and ®*(), k = 1, • • •, r, are affine functions of the form A • J  -f d\ and (Hi) 
branch statements do not go outside the loop containing the branch statement.
If iteration J  depends on iteration J ' , then this dependence can be described by a dependence 
^
vector d=  J  — J ' , which is the vector difference of the index vectors of these two iterations. The 
dependencies in the algorithm can be shown by a dependence graph (DG) over an n-dimensional 
(n-D) domain (integer lattice), where nodes are labeled by index vectors corresponding to the op­
erations in the innermost loop body, and arcs correspond to the loop-carried dependencies between 
two instances of the loop body. Hence, the loop body for scheduling is the set of statements in loop 
nests enclosing all the branch statements.
Uniform dependence algorithms or uniform recurrence equations ( URE) form a sub-class of 
AREs, where index functions y() and x*() are of the form J — d (matrix A is the identity matrix 
now), and d is a constant vector of n elements. Hence, each of the statements Hi(J)  is given by
Z i ( j )  =  <t> [ Z i { J - d x ) ,  ■ ■ ■, Zr( J - d ,) ] . (2)
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IThere exist ” uniformization” techniques for transforming AREs to UREs. (See for example refer­
ence [8 ].) The basic idea is to select a few basic integral vectors (which are the uniform dependen­
cies) such that all affine dependencies of the ARE can be expressed as non-negative integer linear 
combinations of the basis vectors. This uniformization also removes the undesirable broadcasts of 
data in a VLSI processor array.
In this paper, we focus on algorithms that can be modeled as uniform recurrences and affine 
recurrences that can be uniformized. Hence, the starting point of our mapping assumes a convex 
polyhedral domain and a set of constant dependence vectors collected into a matrix called the 
dependence matrix D.
Exam ple 1 . Matrix multiplication of two N  x N  matrices A and B is a well known example of 
an URE, where
C(i,j,k) = C(t, j, fc -  1) + A(*‘, k) B(fc, j), 1 < i , j , k < N  (3)
The index set consists of all the integer points with a cube of side N. Input A(i, Jfe) (resp., B (k,j))  
is used in several computations to generate C(i, j, k) for all values of j  (resp., t) and is given as
A (i = A(i, 0 , k)
= 5(0, i,* ) (4)
C{i,j,k) = C(itj , k -  1 ) + A (i,j, k )B (i,j,k )
where >!(*, 0, A:) = A (i,k)  andB(0,j, k) = B(Aj, j ). The affine dependencies are [0,j, 0]4 and [1, 0 , 0 ]*. 
After pipelining and localizing the dependencies we get
A {i,j,k )  = A ( i , j - l , k )
B (i,j,k ) = B ( i - l , j , k )  (5 )
C(i,j,k) = C { i , j ,k - l )  + A (i,j ,k )B { i,j ,k ) ,  
which is a set of uniform recurrence equations. ■
Exam ple 2 . Consider a 3-dimensional (3-D) recurrence with n = 3, r = 5.
Z(k, i, j)  = X(fc, i)Y ( j ,  k) + Z (k  -  1 , t + 1 , j  + 1 ) + Z{k -  1 , i + 1 , j)  + Z{k -  1 , i, j  + 1 ) (6 )
After pipelining and uniformization, Eq. 6 becomes
•Z (M .j) = X(k, i , j  - l ) y ( k , i - l , j )  + Z ( k - l , i + l , j  +  1) + Z ( k - l , i + l , j )  
+ -Z (k -l,» ,j  + l) (7)

In general, in DM, feasible designs are found heuristically by first specifying a “good” allocation 
matrix S, and then subsequently determining the schedule vector n  that minimizes the computation 
time. Note that the number of choices for matrix S could be very large or even infinite, making it 
difficult (or impossible) to enumerate over them.
Initial work on parameter-based methods was done by Li and Wah [13] for a restricted set 
of uniform recurrences. They considered specifically 3-D and 2-D recurrences and mapped them 
to 2-D and 1-D processor arrays, respectively. The structure of the recurrence was such that the 
dependence vectors were unit vectors and the dependency matrix, an identity matrix. This paper 
generalizes the above initial work into a powerful and efficient array-synthesis technique called the 
General Parameter Method (GPM) by making three important and non-trivial extensions.
(a) We consider the recurrence model as a general n-D recurrence with arbitrary constant 
dependence vectors instead of a specific 3-D one. The target processor arrays are also allowed to 
be of any lower dimension m, where 1 < m < n. We provide new necessary conditions to guarantee 
the correctness of systolic processing in mapping high-dimensional recurrences to lower-dimensional 
processor arrays. These conditions define a search space polynomial in complexity with respect to 
the size of the recurrence to be mapped. In contrast, previous methods for finding optimal designs 
are based on integer linear programming with a search space of exponential complexity.
(b) We extend our search method to handle general non-linear objectives that may vary non- 
monotonically with the parameters, and introduce new pruning strategies to prune suboptimal 
designs in the search space so that optimal designs can be found efficiently. We show (i) optimal 
designs that include load and drain times in the objective (which introduce non-linearity in the 
objective function and constraints), and (ii) optimal designs with constraints on number of allowable 
processing elements and/or completion time. Such designs cannot be found by previous methods.
(c) We show the equivalence between DM and GPM by providing necessary equations to trans­
form parameters used in DM to those used in GPM, and vice versa. DM can be considered as a 
mapping problem in the Cartesian coordinate system with unit vectors as basis vectors, whereas 
GPM can be considered as mapping in a possibly non-orthogonal coordinate system with depen­
dence vectors as basis vectors. The quivalence allows the designers familiar with DM to utilize the 
efficiency of GPM to find optimal designs.
The potential simplicity of GPM over DM described in (c) is explained by observing that in 
mapping an n-D algorithm to am m-D processor array, the number of variables to be determined in 
DM is (m + 1) X n, whereas the number of parameters in GPM is (m + 1 ) x g, where g = rank(D).
is involved in its chain of computations, and a passive phase, where the token is moving from the input peripheral 
processor to become active, or is moving to an output peripheral processor after its active phase.
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Figure 1  Application of GPM to find optimal designs in DM.
Since £ < n ( a s D i s a n n x r  matrix), the number of variables in GPM is often less than that in 
DM, and is at worst equal to the number of variables in DM. Hence, there is potential reduction in 
complexity by performing the transformation, especially if there are only a few dependence vectors 
in a high-dimensional space.
Our transformation between GPM and DM extends the work of O’Keefe, Fortes and Wah [14], 
who showed the equivalence between DM and GPM for 2-D and 3-D uniform recurrences. Our 
transformation also allows efficient search strategies developed in GPM to be used to find optimal 
designs in DM. Consequently, designers familiar with DM can obtain better (or optimal) array 
designs using GPM. Referring to Figure 1 , after defining the objective (possibly non-linear and
non-monotonic) in terms of the representation chosen (i.e., n  and S), the designer converts the 
objective in terms of the parameters of GPM using the equivalence given in Eq’s 10 and 1 2  (to be 
discussed in the next section). Once the objective and variables have been converted, GPM is used 
to generate optimal arrays efficiently. The solutions obtained by GPM are then converted to n  and 
S in DM using Eq’s 10 and 12 again. This step involves solving two sets of simultaneous equations 
for n  and S from the periods and displacements in GPM, and has a worst-case complexity of 0 (n 3).
The next three sections describe the parameters used in GPM, the constraints that must be 
satisfied for correct operation, the specification of the objective function, and the search strategy. 
We assume that processing elements are equally spaced in m dimensions with unit distance between 
directly connected processing elements, and that buffers between directly connected processing 
elements, if any, are assumed to be equally spaced along the link.
2 General Parameter Method: Parameters
The intuition behind GPM is as follows. It is known that the semantics of processor arrays can 
be formally described by uniform recurrence equations; i.e., processor arrays are “isomorphic” 
to uniform recurrences. This implies that as long as the computations defined by the UEEs are 
well-formed, there is a direct mapping from the recurrence to the processor array. In fact, this 
mapping is equivalent to a linear transformation of the index set. Hence, for a linear mapping, 
the time (resp., the distance) is constant between execution of any two points I\ and I2 in the 
index set separated by a dependence vector d, where I\ = I 2 + d. This constant is equal to n  • d 
(resp., S • 3) independent of index points I\ and I 2 . For recurrences with uniform index functions 
(i.e., UEEs and uniformized AEEs), the dependences are constant vectors and homogeneous (i.e., 
the set of dependence vectors at any point in the index set is the same as any other in the index set). 
Thus, the computation of the recurrence on the processor array is periodic in time and space along 
dependence directions in the index space. This periodicity is succinctly captured and exploited in 
GPM, which considers the mapping problems in a possibly non-orthogonal coordinate system with 
dependence vectors as basis vectors. In other words, in GPM, a representation that captures the 
above periodicity is used, which allows the optimal target array to be found efficiently.
In GPM, the characterization of the behavior, correctness, and performance of a processor 
array is defined in terms of a set of scalar and vector parameters. When a uniform recurrence is 
executed on a processor array, the computations are periodic and equally-spaced in the processor 
array. GPM captures this periodicity by a minimal set of parameters defined as follows.
Parameter 1: Periods. These capture the time between execution of the source and sink index 
points of a dependence vector. Suppose the time at which an index point I  (defined for the uniform 
recurrence equation) is executed is given by function rc(j), the period of computation tj along 
dependence direction dj is defined as
tj = re(I  + dj) — t c(/), j  = 1 , 2 , • • *,r. (9 )
The number of periods defined is equal to r, the number of dependencies in the algorithm. In 
terms of DM, period tj is related to n , the schedule vector in DM, by the following equation [3].
tj = fl • dj . (1 0 )
Parameter 2: Velocity. Vj, velocity of a datum along dependence direction dj, j  = 1,2, • • •, r, 
is defined as the directional distance passed during a clock cycle. Since PEs are at unit distance
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from their neighbors, and buffers (if present) must be equally spaced between PEs, the magnitude 
of the velocity must be a rational number of the form x/y, where z and y are integers and x < y 
(to prevent broadcasting). This implies that in y clock cycles, a datum propagates through x 
PEs and y — x buffers. All tokens of the same variable have the same velocity (both in speed 
and direction) which is constant during the execution in the processor array. The total number of 
velocity parameters is r (one for each dependence vector) with each velocity an m-element vector, 
where m  is the dimension of the processor array. Hence, velocity Vj is given by,
= - i ,  j  =  1,2,•••,<•■ (11) 
l3
where kj is the (vector) distance between the execution locations of the source and sink index points 
of dj. In the notation of DM, S, the allocation matrix, is related to kj and dj as follows.
kj = S • dj . (12)
Parameter 3: Spacing or Data distribution. Consider variable pipelined along depen­
dence vector < £ , l < t < r .  Data token Cli(I-di) is used at index points I+ t  <£, t — • • •, - 1 ,0,1, • • •, 
in computing the recurrence. In other words, this token moves through the processors that use 
datum Cl; at index points (7 + tdi). Consider another token Cli(I -  dj) of the same variable 
that is used at index points (7 — dj + t d{), j  i. The directional distance in the processor space 
from token fi»(7 — dj) to flj(7 — di) is defined as spacing parameter Since there are r variables 
!<*<**> each associated with dependence vector 4 , there are r — 1 non-trivial spacing param­
eters for each variable and one trivial spacing parameter, 5 ^  = 0. These denote the r  distances 
for variable t: fy(7 -  dj) — ► fy(7 -  <£), j  = 1,2, • • *,r. Each spacing parameter &ij is an m-D
vector, where m  is the dimension of the processor array. The notation Sij denotes that it is the 
j-th  spacing parameter of the t-th variable. A total of r(r -  1) non-trivial spacing parameters are 
defined. In the notation of DM, we have
= Vj tj — Vi tj (from Theorem 1 to be presented in Section 3.1)
= kj — tj (from Eq. 11)
= S • dj — tj (from Eq’s 1 1  and 1 2 )
= s  • *  -  I f s  • *  (&om E<i’s 10 “ d 12>-
9
The total number of parameters defined is r x (r + 2) of which r of them sure periods (scalars); 
the remaining r 2 + r are m-D vectors, of which r of them are velocities and r 2 are spacings (r of 
these spacings are trivially zero).
Example 3. For the recurrence in Eq. 7 the parameters defined are as follows. There are 5 
periods h ,  *5 > and 5 velocities Vi, V2 , V5 . There are 25 spacing parameter-
8 = 1,2,3,4,5, where = 0. For instance, for variable Af, <?i,2 > <?i,b define
distances (X(&,t) X(Jb,» — l)),(X(ife, *) —► X(Jb — l , t  + 1)), (X(As, *) —» X(ib — l , t  + 1 )), and 
(X(ib, *) -+ X(ib -  1, *)), respectively. ■
3 Geneal Parameter Method: Constraint Equations
In Section 2, a set of r2 + r parameters have been introduced to define a mapping on the target 
processor array. Assignment of values to the parameters defines a specific processor array with 
a particular number of processors, buffers, and data-input pattern. It is also easy to see that all 
processor arrays that solve a given algorithm (or uniform recurrence) correspond to some assignment 
of values to the parameters. Hence, choosing different values for these parameters leads to different 
array configurations with different performance, and the problem of array design has been reduced 
to that of choosing appropriate parameter values.
The choice of values for all r 2 + r parameters are not independent of each other. In this section, 
constraint equations relating the parameters are given such that the set of values for the parameters 
is meaningful and defines a valid processor array. Theorems 1 and 2 provide the fundamental 
space-time relationship that must be satisfied by the parameters for correct systolic processing. 
Computational and data-link conflicts are avoided by enforcing the condition in Theorem 3.
The following notation is introduced to simplify the presentation of the theorems. Let ' f  = 
[*i> *2 > * • * > *r]* be a vector composed of periods, and let K = [jfei, £2 , * • ■»^r] be a matrix (of size
m  x r, where m is the dimension of the processor array) composed of displacements k{ = Vi t{. 
Note that T is an r x 1 column vector, and that k{ is an m x 1 column vector. The displacement 
k{ is synonymous with velocity because the choice of one immediately determines the other. In 
searching for parameter values, we choose to consider £» and not V{.
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3.1 Constraints for Correct Systolic Processing of URE
The following theorem relates the parameters defined in GPM in the necessary conditions for correct 
systolic processing.
Theorem  1. The parameters velocities, spacings, and periods must satisfy the following constraint 
equations for correct systolic processing of the uniform recurrence equation:
Viti = Vjti -+• 3jti, *, j  = 1, 2,• • •,r . (14)
Proof. See Appendix A.I.
These constraints ensure that in computing an index point I  at any processor in the array, 
all the participating data tokens are present at the processor at the same time, moving from their 
respective processors where they were used earlier. A total of r 2 vector constraints are obtained 
from Theorem 1.
3.2 Constraints for Linearly D ependent D ependence Vectors
Let S = [S U  = 1 , 2 , . . - ,r, be an r x r “matrix” (actually, a matrix of vectors) of spacings 
such that the (», j)-th  element of the matrix is Sij. Note by definition that Siti = 0. Let S* be the 
*-th “row” of S; i.e., S» = [St,iS»,2 • • • <?»,»•] (where S; is an m x r  matrix). Since 3 ij = Vjtj -  Vitj = 
kj — Vitj from Theorem 1, S* can be written in matrix form as
Si = K -  tfi ® 2*, (15)
where T  is a vector composed of periods, and ® is the outer product or tensor product; i.e., 
a ® 6 = S p  = [a%bj].
The next theorem characterizes the constraints on the periods and displacements if the depen­
dence vectors in the recurrence are not linearly independent.
Let g be the rank of dependency matrix D. Therefore, N, the null space of D, has r — g 
columns (as D has r columns). Let N = [ai a 2 • • • &r-g] be an r x (r -  g) matrix, where i = 
1,2, • • *(r — g), are the basis vectors of the null space of D. Hence,
D cU = 0 , 1 < * < (r -  g ) . (16)
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Theorem  2. The periods t{ and the displacements ki are related as follows:
f - N  = 0 (17)
K N  = 0 (18)
where N is the matrix consisting of the basis vectors of the null space of D .
Proof. See Appendix A.2.
Theorem 2, therefore, provides a total of 2 (r — g) constraints: (r — g) scalar constraints and 
(r — g) vector constraints.
The following corollary shows the constraints on spacings that follow from Theorem 2 . In fact, 
these constraints can be shown to be equivalent to those in Theorem 2. The implication of this 
corollary is that, of the r spacing parameters for each variable, only g — 1 of them sure independent, 
one of them is zero, and the rest can be expressed as linear combinations of the g — 1 independent 
ones.
Corollary 1. The spacing parameters Si = • • • ^»iPj are constrained by the equations 
S{N = 0 , * = 1 , 2 , • • •, r ; where N is the matrix consisting of the basis vectors of the null space 
of D.
Proof. From Eq. 15, we know that S» = K -  V{ (8) Using the property of outer products that 
(a ® 6 ) • c = (6  • c) a, we get
Si • fii = K • a< -  ( f  • %) Vi = 0 
for any column ai of matrix N. The corollary is proved by applying Theorem 2 . ■
Example 4. From Theorem 1, the constraint equations for the recurrence in Eq. 6 (excluding 
—♦ —* -♦ 
the trivial constraint Vi ti = V\ ti + S 1,1 ) are
V t f i  =  V i t i  -1- *2 ,1  -  ^3*1 +  *3 ,1  — ^4*1 +  *?4,1 =  V& ti -1- * 5 (1 
Similarly, there are 16 additional equations related to V2*2 > V ^ , V ^ , and V^ts-
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D defined in Eq. 9 has rank 3. Hence, N comprises of two basis vectors.
1 1
0  1 
N = 1 1  
- 1  0
0  - 1
From Theorem 2, the additional constraints are
*4 = $1 + £3 $5 = 2^ + *3 (19)
&4 = ki + &3 5^ = 2^ + ^3 (20)
In this example, there are a total of 27 vector constraints and 2 scalar constraints. ■
To summarize, a total of r 2 + r  vector parameters and r  scalar parameters have been defined 
whose values have to be determined. Theorems 1 and 2 give a total of r 2 + (r — g) vector constraints 
and (r — g) scalar constraints. Hence, g of the scalar parameters (periods) and g of the vector 
parameters have to be chosen such that the other (r — g) scalar parameters and r 2 + (r — g) vector 
parameter values can be determined from the chosen scalar and vector parameters. Since the 
performance of the design can naturally be expressed in terms of the periods and displacements, our 
strategy is to choose the g periods and g displacements to optimize a given performance criterion. 
The remaining (r — g) periods, (r — g) displacements, and all of the spacings can be determined 
from Theorems 1 and 2. All the vector equations are solved in m-D space in order to obtain m-D 
vector parameters.
3.3 Constraints to Govern Valid Space-Time Mappings
The validity of a space-time mapping is governed by the following fundamental necessary and 
sufficient conditions.
1. Precedence Constraints. An index point should be executed only after all the index points 
on which it depends on have been executed. In DM, ft • D > 0.
2. Avoidance of C om putational Conflicts. No two index points should be executed at the 
same processor at the same time. In DM, n  • I\ = XI ■ -Z2 , implying that S • I\ /  S • I2.
3. Avoidance of Data-Link Conflicts. No two data tokens should contend for a given link 
at the same time.
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Having established the parameters and the basic relationship among them in Theorems 1 and 2 , 
we show how the fundamental conditions for valid space-time mappings are satisfied in GPM.
By definition, periods denote the time difference between the source and sink of dependencies. 
Hence, the precedence constraint is satisfied by simply enforcing U > 1 , i = 1, • • - ,r . In the array 
model, all tokens of the same variable move with the same velocity. Hence, data-link conflicts can 
exist if and only if two tokens of a variable are input at the same time into the same processor and 
travel together contending for links. This condition is called a data-input conflict in GPM, as two 
data tokens are in the same physical location and conflict with each other as they move through 
the processors together.
It is important to note that in GPM, computational conflicts can exist if and only if data- 
input conflicts occur. This can be seen by the following simple argument. If two index points are 
evaluated in the same processor at the same time, then for each variable, at least two distinct tokens 
exist together in the same processor. Hence, if there is at least one non-stationary variable, then 
there are data-input conflict for the tokens of that variable. Otherwise, all variables are stationary, 
and the entire computation is executed in one processor; i.e., there is no processor array. Hence, by 
enforcing that no data-input conflicts exist, both computational and data-link conflicts are avoided. 
Theorem 3 below presents conditions under which data-input conflicts can be eliminated.
Consider the spacings of variable i. Let S| be an m x (g — 1 ) matrix:
s;= [s,i s, 2.. (21)
where 2 > • • •> •S.p-i 3X6 the <7-1 independent spacings. Let a ,/3 , 7  be vectors with g -  1
integral elements. Let Lj, Uj,j = 1,2 , • • •, g -  1 , be defined such that the position of all the tokens
of the input matrix can be represented by Si,j/3j, where Lj < (3j < Uj, and Lj and Uj are 
functions of the size of the input matrix.
Theorem  3. Data-input conflicts occur in the input matrix of non-stationary input i if and only 
if S'i • a = 0, where a = [ai, at2 , . . . ,  aty-if ^  0, and an 6  [(£» -  Ui), . . . ,(£* + Ui)] for all i such 
that I < t < g — 1 [1].
Proof. The position of any element of input i can be described as Sj • /3, where & = \J31 , . . . ,  
and Li < (3i < Ui. Therefore,
Data-input conflicts <=> • /3 = Sj • 7 , where $  ^  7  and Li < 7 j, f3i < Ui
*=> s ' i - ( p - i )  = 8
«=> S ; . a  = 0, where 5 = / 3 - ? # 0 ,  c* e[(L i -U i) i . . . , ( L i + Ui)].
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Note that in Theorem 3, we have defined conservative bounds on ct{. Better estimates can be 
obtained [15] and will result in less overhead when the conditions in Theorem 3 are checked in the 
design process.
Exam ple 5. For the recurrence in Eq. 6, if the array sought is 1-D, then the spacing parameters 
are all 1-D scalars. Let 5^ 2 , *1,5 be the two independent spacings for input X, and we choose the 
values of Li = L 2 = 1 and U\ = Ui = N . According to Theorem 3, data-input conflicts occur in 
input X if and only if
[§1,2 *1,5] <*1 a 2 =  0 (22)
where —(N  — 1 ) < <*1 , 0 2  < (N — I) and ati,a2 ^  0. For instance, if N  = 5 and S \ t2 = 6  and 
*1,6 = 4, then a i = 2 and <22 = —3 satisfies Eq. 22. (In one dimension, the vector spacings are 
positive or negative numbers.) Hence, there are data-input conflicts in input X. ■
If the velocity of a variable is zero, then it corresponds to preloading the data used by the pro­
cessors in the computation. However, in this paper only data-link conflicts between non-stationary 
data are handled, and data-link conflicts between preloaded data for stationary variables have not 
been considered. We do not consider the latter case because for a number of algorithms, choosing 
zero velocities for input variables could lead to problem-size dependent memory in the processors, 
making it difficult to expand the processor array modularly.
4 Design M ethod
4.1 Formulation of the Search Problem
The design of a feasible processor array is equivalent to choosing an appropriate set of parameters 
that satisfy the constraints imposed by dependency and application requirements for a specific 
uniform recurrence equation and a specific problem size N. The search for the “best” design can 
be represented by the following optimization problem.
Minimize &(JV,*i,...,tr , ? i , . . . , £ r) (23)
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Subject To: <
1 <*», i = 1 , . .  . ,r,
0 < < ti} ^  
constraints defined in Theorems 1, 2 and 3 
k # P £  < # P E ub and Te < i f * .
The objective function b defined in Eq. 23 is expressed in terms of attributes such as Temp, 
computation time of the algorithm, Tioad, load time for the initial inputs, Tdraim drain time for the 
final results, and #P2£, number of processing elements in the design. Note that the completion 
time of evaluating a recurrence is
Tc — Tcomp 4* Tload “1“ Tdrain (25)
All the attributes are then expressed in terms of the parameters defined in GPM.
The first two constraints in Eq. 24 follow directly from the definition of the parameters in 
GPM. Since the target array is systolic, displacement ki should not exceed period ti in order to
prevent data broadcasting (velocities should not exceed one). In addition, the constraints ti > 1 ,
i = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  r, mean that precedence constraints are satisfied.
The third constraint indicates that the recurrence is evaluated correctly by the processor array, 
satisfying dependency requirements (Theorems 1 and 2) and be free of data-link and computational 
conflicts (Theorem 3).
The fourth constraint indicates bounds on Te and # P E  imposed on the design to be obtained. 
For instance, the following are two possible formulations of the optimization problem:
• Minimize Te for a design with a maximum bound on # P E , # P E UB\
• Minimize # P E  for a design with a maximum bound on Tc, T^ B.
Both of these formulations represent trade-offs between T  and #P E .
The optimal design for the formulation given by Eq’s 23 and 24 is found by a search algorithm. 
Since, in general, the objective function is nonlinear, involving functions such as ceiling, floor, and 
maximum/minimum of a set of terms, it is difficult to describe a comprehensive algorithm that 
covers all possible cases. In the rest of this section, we first describe a pruning strategye used in 
our search algorithm, followed by a discussion on searches with objectives that are functions of Tc, 
Tcomp, Tdraim #P E . We then present the search algorithm and show its application for special 
cases of optimizing Te and #P E .
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4.2 Pruning Strategy
The search space defined by the constraints in Eq. 24 results in a worst-case complexity of
o  f e t r * ) ’)  = O { ( T ^ Y ‘) , (2 6 )
where T ^ p is the time needed to process the recurrence sequentially, and is the maximum 
value of period ft- such that the computation time Tamp < T ^ p. Eq. 26 is true because we iterate
in the worst case all combinations of t{ and k{ < U ,i  = 1 , . . . ,  r. Note that this search space in
polynomial in terms of the parameters in GPM and the size of the URE to be evaluated.
To reduce this search space, we need to develop effective pruning strategies so that suboptimal 
designs do not have to be evaluated. In this section, we present one such strategy that prunes based 
on incumbent designs obtained in the search. Our pruning strategy takes the objective function 6 
(assuming to be minimized) and decomposes it as follows.
b(Nt t\ t . . . ,  tr) . . . ,  kr ) = /  . . . ,  tri k\ t . . . ,  kr , e(t\ }. . . ,  tr, , . . . ,  kr)^ j , (27)
where N  is not represented explicitly since it is a constant in the optimization. The decomposition 
is done in such a way that e() 3 is a monotonic function of its variables, which may be a subset of 
t i , . . . ,  tri ifei,. . . ,  kr. The intuition behind this decomposition is as follows.
If the objective function 6 ( t i , . . . ,  tTy Jbi,. . . ,  kr) is a monotonic function of its variables, then 
the optimal value of the parameters can be found by enumerating combinations of values of vari­
ables from their smallest permissible values (given by Eq. 24) until a feasible design that satisfies 
Theorems 1, 2 and 3 is found. Since &() is monotonic, the first feasible design obtained is also the 
optimal design.
The above idea of enumerating values of a monotonic function can be extended to the general 
case of non-monotonic objective functions. This is done by first identifying e(), a monotonic 
component of the objective that can be enumerated efficiently. The search proceeds by enumerating 
designs so that values of e() grow monotonically. (The combination of parameter values used in e() 
are substituted into Eq. 24, and the constraint equations are solved to see if there exists a feasible 
design.) Whenever a feasible design is obtained, an upper bound on e() is computed by setting 
variables in 6 () that are not included in e() to their extremum values. (This upper bound means 
that no optimal design will have an objective value whose monotonic component e() is larger than
3 For notations! eaae, we denote functions without their arguments
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the upper bound.) The search is then repeated, refining the upper bound each time a feasible 
design is found. It stops when the upper bound on e() is smaller than or equal to e() of the best 
feasible design.
For complex objective functions, rewriting the objective in terms of composite variables (ex- 
pressed in terms of the primary variables t i , . . . ,  trj fci,. . . ,  kr) can simplify the choice of the ex­
tremum values for variables other than those in e(). This is illustrated as follows.
Consider an objective expressed as a function of composite variables Tcomp, Tioad, Tdrain > and 
#P i?  as follows.
B — b (Tcomp, Tload, Tdr aim # P E ).  (28)
It is easy to see that Tcomp — Tcomp(h) •••,*»•) is monotonic with respect to the g periods t i , . . . ,  tr. 
(An exact characterization is shown in Lemma 1 in Section 5.1 for the transitive-closure problem.) 
Hence, we choose Tcomp as the monotonic component of objective function b() and enumerate the 
periods *i, .. . , t r in an increasing order from their smallest permissible values (i.e., unity).
T™ p can be refined if b() is monotonically increasing with Tcomp> Tioad> Tdrain and #P E . In 
this case, T^®p can be obtained by setting Tioad = Tdrain = 0, Tcomp = T™ p, and # P E  = # P E min 
and solving
Bine = b(T™ r ,TZi2,T£Xn,#PE™ '') (29)
= (30)
where Btne is the objective value of the current incumbent design. Hence,
Icomp = t ' 1 (**“ . 3 TS i?„, # P E ™ ) , (31)
where 6 _1() is the inverse function of 6 () that rearranges Eq. 30 to compute Tc^ p in terms of 
known constants.
^oomp can fa ther be refined if # P E  can be expressed as a function of £1 , . . . ,  kr . In this
case, # P E  is minimum when exactly one of the ki s is 1 , and the rest of the kj , j  ^  i, are 0. (An
exact characterization is shown in Lemma 2 in Section 5.1 for the transitive-closure problem.)
For instance, if the objective function is
B = (Tamtp + Tload + Tdra^ ) 2 x # P E  . (32)
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According to Eq. 30, we have
Binc = (T ^ p  + 0 + 0)J x # P E  
=> T™ p = ^ /B ™ /# P E ™  (33)
Similarly, if the objective fiinction to minimize completion time Te,
B  =  T c — Tcomp "1“ Tioad  4" Tdrain  
=> T™ p = Binc- ( T E £  + TS%n) = Binc- ( 0  + 0) = Bine = T T  (34)
Tamp *8 refined continuously as new incumbent designs are found in the search. The search 
stops when there is no combination of *», » = 1 , . . . ,  r, that satisfies Tamp < T ^ p.
A special case of the optimization is to find a design with the minimum computation time 
Tcomp (not including load and drain times). This was done in our earlier work [1 , 2]. Here, 
= Bxnc = T ^ pi and the first feasible design is the optimal design that minimizes Tcomp.
4.3 Search Procedure
In this section, we present our search procedure for minimizing b(#P E , Te) = b( Tcomp, Tioad, Tdrain, 
# P E ) (Eq. 28), where Tcomp is a function of t\, . . . ,  tr, Tioad and Tdrain are functions of ti, . . . ,  tr,
Jfei , ..., kr , and # P E  is a function of k\ , ..., kr . The procedure has 1 1  steps.
1. Choose g periods and g displacements to be unconstrained parameters. Without loss of 
generality, let these periods and displacements be t{ and &», 1 < t < g, respectively.
2. Initialize T ^ p to be T ^ pi the computation time required to evaluate the recurrence sequen­
tially.
3. Set the values of all the g unconstrained periods ti, i = 1 , . . . ,  g, to be unity.
4. Choose the magnitude of the g unconstrained displacements ki , i — 1 , . . . ,  g, to be zero.
5. Compute the values of the other dependent r -  g periods and r — g displacements using the 
conditions of Theorem 5.2.
6 . Compute T ^ p using the periods and displacements found, where T ^ p is the computation 
time (without load and drain times) required for processing the recurrence. T ^ np is found 
by substituting the current values of U, i = 1 , . . . ,  r, in Eq. 23. (Note that the design may 
not be feasible at this time). If T ^ p > T ^ p, then exit with the incumbent design.
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7. Solve for the spacing parameters from Eq. 14 defined in Theorem 1.
8 . Check for data-input conflicts using Theorem 1 on the spacing parameters; also, check whether 
the constraints on Te and # P E  are violated (Constraint 4 in Eq. 24).
9. If the solution is not feasible, then increment one of the k{ s and repeat Steps 5, 6 , 7 and 8
until all k{ equal U, i = 1, . . . ,  r. If all k{ equal U and no feasible design is found, then go
to Step 10. If a feasible design is found, then go to Step 1 1 .
10. Increment one of the periods such that T ^ p increases by the lowest possible value. Go to 
Step 4.
11. Compute B cur, the objective value achieved by the current design found. If 5 CUP < B tnc, 
then set Bxnc = 5 cur, and compute T^®p for the current design using Eq. 31. Increment one
of the k\ s and go to Step 5.
For a design that minimizes # P E , the search procedure described above needs to be changed.
In this case, e() should be defined as a function of
iterating with the smallest combinations of
kT , and the search should start
5 Applications: Transitive Closure
Path-finding problems belong to an important class of optimization problems. Typical examples 
include computing the transitive closure and the shortest paths of a graph. 2-D processor arrays 
for finding transitive closures have been presented before [16, 17, 18]. In this section we synthesize 
a one-pass linear processor array for the transitive-closure problem using the Warshall-Floyd path- 
finding algorithm.
The transitive-closure problem is defined as follows. Given an iV-node directed graph with an 
N  x N  Boolean adjacency matrix C[i,j], 1 < i , j  < N, the transitive closure C+[i,j] = 1 if there 
exists a path from node i to node j , where C[t, j] = 1 if there is an edge from node i to node j  or
* = j ,  and C[», j] = 0 otherwise. That is,
for k ,iyj  = l ,N
c («, j) = c(»,;')+ C(»,*) X C (*,;) (35)
The dependence structure of a general dynamic-programming formulation of the transitive- 
closure problem is irregular and difficult to map on a regularly connected planar processor array. To
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cope with this mapping problem, S.Y. Kung et. al. , have converted the transitive-closure algorithm 
into an reindexed form and have mapped it to 2-D spiral and orthogonal arrays [16]. Based on 
their algorithm we obtain the following five dependence vectors after pipelining the variables.
di = (0,0,1)* for (A, *, j )*«— (A, *, j  — l)4, 2  < j < N ,
d2 = (0,1,0)*for 2 < i < N ,
d3 = (1 , —1 , —1)* for (A,*, j)* «— (A — l , t  + l,y  + 1 )*, 2 < k < N, 1 < *,j < -AT — 1 , (36)
(?4 = (1, —1,0)* for (A, *, N)* <— (As — 1 , * -|-1 , N)*, 2 < k < N t 1 < * < JV — 1,
<?5 = (1,0, -1)* for (A, N, j)* «- (A -  1 , N ,j  + 1 )*, 2 < A < N, 1 < j  < N  -  1 ,
where Ii <— I2 means that the data at point I2 is used at point I\. For nodes on the boundary of 
the dependence graph, where t = N (resp., j  = N), dependence (resp., ds) is present instead of
^
dependence d3 . For other interior points, only 3 dependencies d\, d2, d3 exist.
The key observation is as follows. Matrix C (whose transitive closure is to be found) is input
along dependence direction d3 . Inputs along other dependence directions d\, d2, <i4, ds are non­
existent; i.e., they are never sent into the array from the external host. Hence, there are no 
data-input conflicts along these dependence directions. As a result, we need to consider data-input 
conflicts only along direction d3 . Since dependencies cfe, cf4 and d5 never co-exist, there are only 
two spacings for data along direction <£, namely, *3,1 and *3 ,2 .
A total of 8  relevant parameters are defined for the transitive-closure problem: 3 periods 
*i)*2 >*3 > 3 displacements k \,k2,ka, and 2  spacings *3,1 , *3)2. For a linear processor array, all the 
parameters are scalars. As derived in Example 4, the periods and velocities along directions i 4
and cf5 are given as U = h  + *3 ) *5 = *2 + *3 (Eq. 19), £ 4  = £1 + £3 , and £ 5  = k2 + £3  (Eq. 20), 
respectively. From Theorem 1 and Eq. 1 1 , we get
* f3£i - * i £ 3 ?t t$k2 — t2kz
i 3,i = -------------------, <33,2 = -------- - --------- • (3 7 )t3 I3
We illustrate in the rest of this section the following formulations of the optimization of linear 
processor arrays: i) Tc^p-optimal designs without bound on #P E , ii) Tc-optimal designs without 
bound on # P E ,  iii) #Pl?-optiinal designs without bound on Te or Tcomp, and iv) optimal designs 
with specific bounds on Tcomp or #P E , and v) optimal designs with specific bounds on Tc or #P E.
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5.1 P erfo rm ance  A ttr ib u te s  and  C o n stra in ts
Before optimal designs can be found, we need to express performance attributes in the objective 
function in terms of the parameters in GPM. The attributes we are interested are Tcomp, Tioad, 
Tdrain, #P E , and Te, where Te = Tioad + Tcomp + Tdrain• In this section, we show three lemmas 
that express these performance attributes in terms of the parameters defined. We also show two 
constraints that refine the constraints defined in Theorem 3.
Lemma 1. The computation time Tcomp without load and drain times for finding an N  x N 
transitive closure is given by
Tcomp = (N  — 1 ) ( 2 1\ + 2  ti + t^) + 1 (38)
Proof. The critical path in the execution is as follows:
(1,1,1) (1 , 1 , J (1 , JV, N) (# ,1 ,1 ) (w—i.)l‘ (JV, 1, N) (N, N,N)
Thus, Tcomp is (N -  1 ) ( 2  ti + 2 12 + t3) + 1 .
Lemma 2 . #P E , the number of processor for computing an N  x N transitive closure on a linear 
processor array satisfying the dependencies in Eq. 36, is given by
# p e  = ( j v - i ) ( | J l | + |jfc,| + |£ 1 + E, + fc,|) + i (39)
Proof. See Appendix A.3.
Lemma 3. Tioad, the load time, and Tdrain, the drain time, for computing an N  x N transitive 
closure on a linear processor array satisfying the dependencies defined in Eq. 36 are given by
Tioad = Tdrain = 1 + (N -  I)
h  { Q (£i> £3 ) + Q (£2 , £3 ) + Q [(£ 1  + £2 + £3 ), £3]}
£3
+ (N  - 1 ) [ 0  ((4 x ) , ( - i '3)) + g ( (£ „ ) , ( -* 3 ))] (40)
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where
*>y) =  |^  . 1*1 if x and y are in opposite directions s ^  = \ 0 otherwise (41)
Proof. See Appendix A.4. ■
For linear-array synthesis, since the spacings are scalars, let *3,1 be *3,1 and 43,2 be *3,2 . In 
addition, the condition for data-input conflict (Theorem 3) can be refined as follows.
Theorem  4. Data-input conflicts occur in the N-by-N input matrix C if and only if
i  < JV, and ^ A < N  (42)
where £ = GCD(s3 ti, $3,2 ) is the greatest common divisor of 53,1 and and j 3|2.
Proof. See Appendix A.5. ■
Corollary 2. For any feasible design, 33^  + 33,2 > N  + 1 .
Proof. Assume for contradiction that 33,1 + 33,2 = *, * < N  + 1. Then 1 < 33,1, 33,2 < (* -  1). If 
£ is GCD(3 3il, 33i2) ,  then
1 < < (* — 1 ) < JV
According to Theorem 4, data-input conflicts are present, and the solution is not feasible. ■
5.2 T im e-O p tim al and  P ro cesso r-O p tim al L inear-A rray  D esigns
Table 1 shows the optimal linear-array designs found by the search procedure of GPM (see Sec­
tion 4.3) in which the objective is to minimize Tcomp (computation time, not including load and 
drain times) without bounds on #P E . In finding these designs, *3 is incremented before t\ or t2 in 
Step 10 of the search procedure. This is done as it increases Tcomp by the smallest amount. Among 
all the designs that have the minimum Tcomp, we found designs that require the minimum #PE,  
followed by finding designs that require the minimum Tioad and Tdrain• We list Tioad, Tcornp: Tdrain, 
# P E s needed, and the CPU time used by the search procedure running on a Sim Sparcstation
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Table 1 -optimal linear processor arrays for finding transitive closures of N  x N  matri­
ces.
N
GPM: Tcomp-Optimal Linear-Array Designs
Periods Distances Schedule Allocation Min Tc<mp Designs SS10/30  
(sec. )(ti,ta ,t3 ) (&i,&2> £3) n S (2}oad> Tcompi -^dra.n) # P E
3 (1.1.2) ( 0 , - 1 , l ) (4.1.1) ( 0 - 1 ,0 ) (5,13,5) 3 -
4 (1.1.3) ( 0 - 1 ,1 ) (5,1,1) (0,—1,0) (10,22,10) 4 -
8 (1.1.5) (0 ,-1 ,3 ) (7,1,1) (2 ,-1 ,0 ) (15,64,15) 22 -
16 (1.2.5) (0 ,-2 ,3 ) (8,2,1) (1 .—2,0) (61,166,61) 46 -
32 (1,3,6) (0 ,-3 ,5 ) (10,3,1) (2 ,-3 ,0 ) (125,435,125) 156 -
64 (1.5.7) (0 ,-5 ,6 ) (13,5,1) ( 1 - 5 ,0 ) (379,1198,379) 379 -
100 (1,5,11) (0 ,-5 ,9 ) (17,5,1) (4 ,-5 ,0 ) (694,2278,694) 892 1
200 (1,8,13) (1 ,-8 ,1 2 ) (22,8,1) (5 ,-8 ,1 ) (1792,6170,1792) 2787 7
300 (1,9,18) (0 ,-9 ,1 7 ) (28,9,1) (8 ,-9 ,0 ) (2991,11363,2991) 5084 26
Table 2  Tc-optimal linear processor arrays for finding transitive closures of N  x N  matrices.
GPM: Tc-Optimal Linear-Array Designs
N Periods Distances Schedule Allocation Min Tc Designs SS10/30
(*lj*2>*3) (Js'i, k]t ks) n S [Tioad t Tcomp 1 ^drotn) # P E (sec. )
3 (1.2,1) (0 .-1 .1 ) (4,2,1) (0 ,- l ,0 ) (3,15,3) 3 -
4 (1.3,1) (0 - 1,1) (5,3,1) (0 .-1 .0 ) (4,28,4) 4 -
8 (1.1.5) (0 ,-1 ,3 ) (7,1,1) (2 ,-1 ,0 ) (15,64,15) 22 -
16 (1,2,8) (0 ,-1 ,5 ) (9,2,1) (4 ,-1 ,0 ) (31,181,31) 76 -
32 (1,2,9) (0 ,-2 ,7 ) (12,2,1) (5 ,-2 ,0 ) (94,466,94) 218 1
64 (1,5,10) (0 ,-2 ,9 ) (18,5,1) ( 7 - 2 ,0 ) (190,1387,190) 568 5
100 (1,4,15) (0 ,-3 ,1 4 ) (20,4,1) (1 1 -3 ,0 ) (397,2476,397) 1387 14
200 (6,1,19) (-5 ,0 ,1 8 ) (26,1,6) (13 ,0 ,-5 ) (1195,6568,1195) 3583 91
300 (1,7,24) (0 ,—6,23) (32,7,1) (1 7 -6 ,0 ) (2094,11961,2094) 6878 265
10/30. We also list the equivalent values of schedule vector II and allocation matrix S of DM by 
solving Eq’s 10 and 1 2 .
In a similar way, we find designs that optimize Te (completion time, including load and drain 
times) without bounds on #P E . (See Table 2.) Note that these designs have less total completion 
time and more #P E s  than the corresponding designs in Table 1 . For instance, for N  = 300, the 
completion time for the design optimizing Tc requires 7% less completion time and 35% more PEs 
than the one optimizing Tcomp. We also list the equivalent II and S in D M  for m inim izing  Tc.
Our results in Tables 1 and 2 demonstrate that GPM, based on the equivalence between GPM 
and DM as shown in Eq’s 10 and 12, can serve as a powerful tool to find optimal designs in DM.
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Table 3 # P E -optimal linear processor arrays for finding transitive closures of N  x N matri­
ces. (Parameters for GPM are shown in Theorem 5)
Designs by LK [10] Designs by SF [9 Designs by GPM
N (Tlotii Tcomp 1 Tdrain) # P E {Tio+d, Tcomp »Tdrain ) # P E (Tioad t Tcomp 1 Tdrain) # P E
3 (5, 17, 5) 5 (3, 11, 3) 3 (5, 13, 5) 3
4 (13, 31, 13) 7 (7, 19, 7) 4 (10, 22, 10) 4
8 (85, 127, 85) 15 (43, 71, 43) 8 (50, 78, 50) 8
16 (421, 511, 421) 31 (211, 271, 211) 16 (226, 286, 226) 16
32 (1861, 2047, 1861) 63 (931, 1055, 931) 32 (962, 1086, 962) 32
64 (7813, 8191, 7813) 127 (3907, 4159, 3907) 64 (3970, 4222, 3970) 64
100 (19405, 19999, 19405) 199 (9703 ,10099 , 9703) 100 (9802, 10198, 9802) 100
200 (78805, 79999, 78805) 399 (39403, 40199, 39403) 200 (39602, 40398, 39602) 200
300 (178205, 179999, 178205) 599 (89103, 90299, 89103) 300 (89402, 90598, 89402) 300
It is important to point out that the objective used (whether to m in im ize Tcomp or Tc) depends 
on the application. If the linear processor array is used to evaluate the transitive closure of one 
matrix, then minimizing Te will be important. On the other hand, if the processor array is used 
for pipelined evaluation of transitive closures of multiple matrices, then minimizing Tcomp may be 
important.
If the objective is to minimize # P E  in the linear processor array, then Theorem 5 characterizes 
the #  PE-optimal design.
Theorem  5. The combinations of parameters (t i , 2^ > 3^ ) = (1,1, iV — 1) and (jfei, jfe2, £3 ) = 
(0 , ± 1 , ^  1 ) or (± 1 , 0 ,^=1 ) result in linear processor arrays with a primary objective of minimiz­
ing the number of PEs, and a secondary objective of minimizing the computation time.
Proof. See Appendix A.6 . ■
Table 3 shows the #P£7-optimal designs obtained by GPM as well as those obtained by Lee 
and Kedem (LK) [10] and Shang and Fortes (SF) [9]. In this table, we show the load and drain 
times, computation times, and #Pi?s for designs derived by these three methods, 3 , S, and the 
corresponding parameters in GPM are summarized as follows.




[2 JV -  1 , 2 , 1]‘
[If, 1 , 1]‘
[N + 1 , 1 , 1 ]‘
[0 , 1 , 1 ]* 
[0 , 0 , - 1]* 
[0 , 0 , - 1 ]‘
(1, 2, 2N  -  4) 
(1 , 1 , N - 2 )  
(1 , 1 , JV -  1 )
(1 . 1 . - 2 ) 
( - 1 , 0 , 1 ) 
( - 1 . 0 , 1 )
Table 3 shows that both the SF and GPM designs require the minimum number of PEs. 
The SF designs, however, were developed based on different assumptions. According to Lem m a 1
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and the table above, the SF designs have a computation time Tcomp = (N  — 1 ) (N  + 2 ) + 1. 
This computation time is lower than that of the GPM designs characterized by Theorem 5. This 
difference is attributed to the fact that Shang and Fortes assumed that contention must only be 
avoided after the first use of a variable and before its last use or generation. This is a valid 
assumption for systems with fast I/O (or where each PE has its own I/O), or in cases where inputs 
are preloaded and outputs need not be drained or are post-drained. In GPM, we consider both 
contentions in computations as well as in data links. Excluding designs that have computational 
and data-link conflicts results in designs that require slightly longer load, drain, and computation 
times.
To illustrate the point above, we compute using Eq. 37 the spacings used in the SF design [9]:
33,1 = —{N — 1)/(-AT — 2) and 33,2 = - l / ( N  — 2)). These values of spacings result in data-input 
conflicts between tokens (C i,j  and C jv ,j - i) ,  j  = 2 , 3, ..., N,  of input matrix C  (Theorem 4).
The space-time diagrams of two linear processor arrays, one optimizing Tcomp and the other 
optimizing Tc, for N  = 3 are shown in Figures 2  and 3, respectively.
The design in Figure 2 optimizes Tcomp and has parameters: ( t i , 2^ > 3^ ) = (1,1,2) and 
. ■# .(kitkiika) = (0 ,1 ,—1). This design minimizes both Tcomp and #PE,  and therefore, minimizes 
any objective of the form # P E xxT*OTnp for x, y >1. The space-time diagram shows the execution 
times and locations of all the index points in the domain of the algorithm. The entire diagram 
can be derived recursively if the distance and time between index points separated by basis vectors 
(0,0,1)* = dit (0,1,0)* = (1,0,0)* = d\ + d2 + <?3 are known. For example, consider the execution 
of two index points (1,1,1) and (2,1,1) in Figure 2 separated by the vector (1 ,0,0) = di + d2 + d3. 
From the definition of the periods, the time difference between the execution of these two index 
points is ti + 12 + *3 = 1 + 1 + 2 = 4. Similarly, the displacement between the PEs executing the two
^ ^
index points is given by ki + k2 + = 0 + 1 + ( - 1 )  = 0, Hence, in figure 2, they are executed by 
the same processor P E i  at times 1 and 5, respectively. In a sim ilar fashion, the entire space-time 
diagram can be derived mechanically from a knowledge of the periods and displacements.
The design in Figure 3 has parameters (*i, t2, *3 ) = (1 , 2 , 1 ) and (£1 , £2, £3 ) = (0, - 1 , 1 ). 
It uses less load and drain times (3 units each), but its computation time Tcomp is higher than that 
in Figure 2 . It minimizes both Te and #P i?, and therefore, minimizes any objective of the form 
#PE*  • T* for x, y > 1. Note that the load and drain times are not shown in these disgrams. 
Further, for correct execution of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm, control signals are needed to govern 
the index-dependent assignments performed by the PEs in the array. These assignments are given 
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V = -1/2 
3
Index (2,3,2) executes 
with inputs C13, C12, C23
Figure 2 Linear processor array for finding the transitive closure of a 3 x 3 matrix using 
parameters (t i , i2 ,*s) = (1,1,2) and (Si, £2 1*3 ) = (0,1, —1). The array is optimal 
for minimum Teomp, minimum and minimum # P E X x x,y > 1. The
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V = -1 
3
Figure 3 Linear processor array for finding the transitive closure of a 3 x 3 matrix using 
parameters ( ti ,t2,t3) = (1,2,1) and (ki,k2)k3) = (0 ,-1 ,1 ). The array is optimal 
for minimum Tc, minimum #PE,  and minimum # P E X x Tcw, x, y > 1 . The PE 






5.3 Processor-Tim e Trade-offs
Comparing the results in Tables 2 and 3, we found, for instance, that for a problem of size of 200, 
the Tc-optimal design is 13.35 times faster than the # Pi?-optimal design in terms of completion 
time, and uses 17.9 times more PEs than the #P2?-optimal design. (The Te-optimal design for 
N  = 200 requires 8958 time units and 3583 PEs, whereas the #P£J-optimal design requires 119602 
time units and 200 PEs.) A designer might be unwilling to settle for either the large number of PEs 
required in the minimum-time design or the long completion time of the minimum-processor design. 
In realistic design situations, there may be bounds on the number of processors or the completion 
time or both. Hence, a possible objective could be to have as few processors as possible, so long 
as the time is within a preset upper limit, T (or T ^ p ) ,  or to minimize Te (or Tcomp) with #P i?
less than a given upper bound #P E 'ib.
In the following discussion, let T%££p and # P E max be, respectively, the completion time and 
# P E  of the minimum-Tcomp design. Designs with # P i?  > # P E max would not be useful as 
their completion times have to be at least T££p. On the other hand, let T%££p and # P E mtn be, 
respectively, the computation time and #Pi£ of the minimum-processor design (from Theorem 5 
and Lemma 2, # P E mtn = N). Again, there is no benefit in obtaining designs with Tcomp > ^£mp> 
as the number of PEs cannot be reduced below # P E min. In this case, we are interested to find 
designs with completion time greater than T£££p and # P E  less than # P E rnax.
Figure 4 shows how # P i?  varies with Tcomp for 3 different problem sizes: N  = 1 0 0 , 200, and 
300. The y-axis #P£? is normalized by ftPE™*, and the x-axis Tcomp is scaled by T££?p. This 
lets us compare the different problem sizes uniformly on the same scale. The stepped curves are 
obtained by bounding Tcomp and finding the #  Pi?-optimal designs for specific recurrence sizes. 
There curves are stepped because there are only a small and finite number of processor-array 
configurations that can satisfy the given time constraints. If the goal is to find the #P£-optim al 
designs, then we will have a small number of array configurations; for each configuration, we will 
select the one with the minimum computation time.
Given the bound T ^rnp (resp., ftPE**) the designer can use Figure 4 to find the minimum 
# P E  (resp., Tcomp) required, and decide (possibly from a cost perspective) if it is acceptable. 
Again, the designer can exploit the initial steep decline in the plots to choose an alternative design 
that trades performance for cost. For instance, the minimum # P E  for N  = 200 drops by 43% for 
only a 19% increase in computation time.
If both Tcomp and # P E  are bounded from above, then the design with the minimum # P E  
for a given time bound is determined using Figure 4. First, a horizontal line is drawn across the
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INormalized Completion Time
Figure 4 Performance trade-offs: Variation in minimum # P E  with time bound T ^ p and 
variation in minimum Tcomp with processor bound The plots are given for
three problem sizes N  = 100, 200 and 300.
graph for the desired bound on #PE.  The intersection between this line and the stepped curve 
represents the minimum Tcomp needed for any feasible design. If this minimum TCOmp is less than 
the desired Tcomp, then a feasible design can be obtained by the procedure discussed in Section 4.3. 
This now represents the best design under both time and processor constraints.
Another observation from Figure 4 is that the plots for larger N  decrease more rapidly than 
those for smaller N. Hence, for larger values of N , there is a substantial reduction in # P E  
(resp., Tcomp) for a relatively small increase of the computation time (resp., # P E)  from the op­
timum. Therefore, for large N,  there are more attractive alternatives than the time-optimal or 
#P2?-optimal designs.
Figure 5 shows a similar plot as in Figure 5 except that we depict the difference between trade­
offs obtained on Te and #P2? versus trade-offs obtained on Tcomp and # P E . Two sets of curves are 
shown, one for designs that minimize Tcomp, and the other for designs that minimize Tc, for N  equal 
to 100 and 200, respectively. The y-axis of these curves is normalized with respect to # P E  when 
Te is minimum (since these designs require more PEs and less Tc), and the x-axis is normalized 
with respect to Te when Tcomp = T££?p. These graphs show the difference between designs obtained 
by different objectives. Given a bound T ^ ,  we can see that the number of processors obtained by
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*Normalized Completion Time
Figure 5 Performance trade-offs: Variation in #PJ5 with Te or Tcomp. The plots are given 
for two problem sizes N  = 100 and 200.
minimizing Te is less than or equal to the number of processors obtained by minimizing Tcomp.
6 Final Remarks
Algorithm-specific parallel processing with processor arrays can be systematically accomplished 
with the help of the general parameter-based approach (GPM) discussed in this paper. The tech­
niques discussed in this paper are ideally suited to loop nests described as uniform recurrences or 
as affine recurrences that can be uniformized.
In GPM, the behavior of the target array is captured by a set of parameters, and the design 
problem is formulated as an optimization problem with an objective and a set of constraints specified 
in terms of the parameters. We show that the parameters in GPM can be expressed in terms of 
the processor-allocation matrix S and the time schedule vector n  in dependency-based methods 
(DMs), thereby allowing GPM to be used in DMs to find optimal designs. We present an efficient 
search procedure for finding Tc-optimal or T^p-optim al (resp., # PE-optimal) designs for specified 
bounds on #P2? (resp., Te or Tamp), as well as optimal designs with general objective functions. 
The distinct features of GPM are in its ability to systematically search for optimal designs with 
specific design requirements on Te (or Tcomp) and # P E ,  and in its ability to include constraints on
31
data-link and computational conflicts in the optimization procedure.
In conclusion, Table 4 summarizes the unique features of GPM and DM.
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Table 4 Comparison between dependency-based and parameter-based methods.
Feature Dependency-Based Method Generalised Parameter Method
Applicable
Recurrences
General and applicable to uniform as well 
as non-uniform recurrences.
Homogeneous uniform recurrences or uni- 
formized affine recurrences.
Representation Schedule Vector and Allocation Matrix: 
they are represented in the Cartesian co­
ordinate system with unit vectors as basis 
vectors; for the dimension-reduction tech­
nique [9], the mappings are rank-deficient; 
( t . e H and S yield T where ranfc(T) <  
»)•
Periods and Displacements: they are rep­
resented in a possibly non-orthogonal co­
ordinate system with dependence vectors 
as basis vectors; hence, for uniform re­
currences, the representations in DM and 
GPM are equivalent and are derivable 
from each other by a coordinate (linear) 
transformation.
Characteristics 
of controls in 
processor array
Non-uniform in the general c u e  by spec­
ifying a general processor allocation ma­
trix; processor arrays derived may have in 
the general case arbitrary speed/direction 
changes for data tokens and have aperiod­
ic computations.
Uniform controls throughout the proces­




Computation-time optimal designs or 
processor-optimal designs with linear ob­
jective function and linear constraints.
General non-linear objective function and 
constraints with certain monotonicity 
properties on the objective function; new 






Choose heuristically processor-allocation 
matrix, and find schedule vector satisfying 
processor-allocation constraints; method- 
s for finding designs are based on lin­
ear/integer programming or intelligent 
searches.
Search method is systematic enumeration 
and pruning on a search space polynomi­




Designs found are optimal in computa­
tion time with respect to a given choice of 
processor-allocation matrix; possible allo­
cation matrices chosen are those that min­
imise the number of processing elements.
Trade-oifs between number of processors 
and computation time, or between num­
ber of processors and completion time (in­
cluding load and drain times) for a specific 
problem instance can be obtained.
Summary The two methods are equivalent representations for synthesizing uniform recur­
rences. The formulation of the design optimization problem and the search tech­
niques developed are equally applicable in both representations.
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A Proofs of Theorems and Lemmas 
A .l  P roof of Theorem  1
Consider the execution of index point I  £ V (domain of all index points). Let the PE where it is 
computed be denoted by A (Figure 6 ). Eq. 14 can be proved by considering the movement of data 
tokens of variables * and j  to PE A. Without loss of generality, let t = 1 and j  = 2 . Consider the 
movement of data token Z\ ( I  -  < )^ of the first variable to PE A. Let B be the PE where it was 
generated. In time ii, when Z\ ( I  -  d\) moves from PE B to PE A, the other r -  1 data tokens 
must move from their respective locations to PE A.
When Z i(I  — d{) was generated at PE B, Z 2(I — d\) also resides at PE B. However, when 
Z\ ( I  — d\) was generated, Z 2(I — d2) might not exist in the array. Let Z 2(I  -  pd2), p > 1 , be
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(•) p = 1 (b) p>  1
Figure 6 Proof of Theorem 1: Data movement between variables 1 and 2. For p > 1, token 
Z 2( f — p d2) becomes Z 2( f  — d2) as it travels towards PE A.
the value available in the dependence chain along direction d2 passing through index point J, when 
Z i(I  — d\) is generated at PE B. Therefore, if t2) the period along dependence d2, is greater than 
<1 , then p = 1 , else p > 1 .
Case 1 : p = 1 (refer to Figure 6 (a)). By definition, S2ti denotes the distance between Z2(I— d\) 
and Z 2(I  — d2). By vector composition, we get BA  = BC  + CA which leads to Eq. 14.
Case 2: p > 1 (refer to Figure 6 (b)). The distance between Z 2(I -  di) and Z 2(I -  pd2) (or 
BD) is needed to prove the theorem. The key observation is that token Z2(I  — pd2) refers to the 
same element of variable 2 for all p. This is true because variable 2 is pipelined along d2 in the index 
space and propagates through the array between the execution of indices differing by d2. Hence, 
irrespective of the value of p, BD  = §2,i- Again, by vector composition, the theorem is proved.
A.2 P roof of Theorem  2
Consider some column a* of matrix N. To prove the theorem, we show that T • a» = 0 and 
K • ai = 0. If the recurrence is computable; i.e., the DG is acyclic, then vector a» should have 
at least one negative component; i.e., a t)J- < 0 for some j, 1 < j  < r. Let j\  be the number 
of negative components of basis vector di. Without loss of generality, assume that the first j\  
components of di are negative; i.e., a ij < 0 , j  = 1 , . .  . , j \ .  Since a» is a vector in the null space
of D, Ej=i Oi,i ^  = 0, which leads to dj = E j ^ + i  ^ •
Consider the execution locations of indices I, I  + d\ , • • •, I  + Y7j=i <*** dj = 0 as shown in
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■' v l .;i l,ji
M— 1(■^+ r w + i a *.i dj)
[I + (—a»,i)^i + (—a»,a)i)
( /  + Oitjl+idjl+i) 7
(i+4+iT
P (J+rfl) (/+(-(*,
Figure T The dependency loop: £J= i a y  d, =  0 or E ”= i ( - “ .'j) d'] =  E ^ + i Q-,j <5
Figure 7. Let PE P executes index I, and PE Q, index I  + Y!*j1=i{~0Li,j) dj. Since Yij=i{~ai,j) dj =
]CJ'=ji+i Q+jdji there are two distinct paths from PE P to PE Q_: path 1 composed of d \ . . . djl ;
and path 2  composed of djl+1 .. .d^.
The time elapsed between the execution of the index point at PE P and the corresponding 
index point at PE Q must be the same along paths 1 and 2. Therefore,
+  (path 1)
=  (path 2),
which leads to
r
J2  <*ij tj = 0  => f*Oi  = 0 , 
j=i
Similarly, by considering the displacement between P and Q along paths 1 and 2, we get K • = 0. 
A.3 P roof of Lemma 2
Let ^  be the displacement from the execution location of index (k, t, j)  to index (k + 1 , t, j). The 
velocities of moving data are defined by Eq’s 9 and 12, where d\ = [0,0,1]*, d2 = [0,1,0]*, and
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(N ,l,l) (1,1,1) (1,1, N) (1,N,N)
D A B C
^3 == + &2 + 3^
Figure 8  PE allocation with Si, S2 > 0  and S£ < 0 . 
d$ = [1, —1, —1]\ Therefore, &3 equals Jfei + k2 + its as depicted below.
( M , i )  (M »i  + 1 ) ( M  + i , i  + 1 ) (k + i , * , i ) .
Consider the displacements fci, k2i and fc3. Two of these 3 displacements should be in the same 
direction, since the array is 1-D. Assume that ki and k2 are positive displacements; i.e., they 
correspond to velocities flowing to the right (refer to Figure 8 ). Let A be the PE where the 
computation indexed by (1,1,1) occurs. Therefore, computation (1,1, N) is executed at PE B that
is at a distance (N  — 1) Si from PE A. Similarly, computation (1, N, N) is executed at PE C that
is (N  -  1 ) |S2 PEs to the right of B. On the other hand, computation (N, 1 , 1 ) is executed at PE
D that is at a distance of (N — 1 ) S3 to the left of PE A (since S 3  corresponds to the left moving 
variable). All other computations in the domain are executed by PEs between C and D. Therefore, 
the total number of PEs is (N  - 1 )( |SX | + S2 + |Sg |) + 1  = (N  -  l)(|Si | + S2 + Si + S2 + S3 ) + 1 .
A.4 P roof of Lemma 3
Since the first index point executed is (1,1,1), the load time is the time for Ci,i to get to the PE 
executing index (1,1,1). Let A be the PE that executes index (1,1,1) (refer to Figure 8 ). Let C 
be the boundary PE for the inputs (assuming C flows to the left). The load time, Tioad, is the sum 
of the time for Ci,! to get to PE C, and the time for C i(i to move from PE C to PE A.
Since the layout of the processor array is governed by the displacements Si, S2 and S3 (= 
k\ + k2 + fc3; see proof for Lemma 2), the distance (/1) from PE C to PE A depends on the relative 
signs of Si, S2, and £JJ with respect to S 3 .  If Si and S2 are in directions opposite to S3, then 
h = (N -  l)(|S i| -1- |S2|). In general, fi = (N  -  1 ) [^(Si,S3) + ^(S2 ,S3) + Q £3)]> and the time
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to move from PE C to PE A is given by
The distance from Ci,i to PE C is equal to the number of elements between C i(i and PE 
C before any input element is sent into the array. Since the data-input pattern is dictated by 
£3,1 and £3 ,2 , distance I2 from C i(i to PE C again depends on the relative signs of 53 ,1 and £3,2 
with respect to k&. If 63 ,1 and £3,2 are in the same direction as £3 , then Ci,i is the first element 
of the input, and l2 = 1. Similarly, if 63 ,1  and 6 3 ,2 are in the opposite direction to £3 , then 
Ci,i is the last element of the input, and l2 = (N — 1)(j*^3,1 + ^3,2 1)• Therefore, in general,
l2 = (N -  1) ((5s,i)> (—£3 )) + Q ((^3 ,2), (—£3 ))]» aad the time to get to PE C is equal to /2.
Hence, Tioad is given by Eq. 40.
By symmetry, we can verify easily that Tdraim the time to drain the outputs from the array, 
is equal to Tioad-
A.5 P roof of Theorem  4
Only-If P a rt. Since £ = GCD{»z,u *3 ,2), we have 33,1 = £.<*2 and a3)2 = £.ai, where a i , a 2 are 
integers. Hence,
where | cei | , |ck2 | < L and L is defined in Theorem 3
*3,1[ <*1 <*2 ] =  0, where a 2 = — a 2, |a t i |, |a2| < L
*3,2
Data-input conflicts in input (according to Theorem 3).
If P art.
Data-input conflicts in input =>  j 3>1c*2 = ^3 ,2 ^ 1
v_ *3.1 _  *3.2 
ai aa
where c*i, at2 £ {-(-& — 1), . . . ,  (X — 1)} and GCD(a\ , 0 2 ) = 1 (if not, scale <*i and at2 by their 
GCD). Since ai and a 2 are relatively prime,
^  = ^  =  « = ¥  “ d
__v *3,1 ^ \ T __J *3,3< N  and ' - f - < N
A.6 P roof of Theorem  5
We show that the parameter values defined in Theorem 5 minimize the completion time of a # PE- 
optimal linear processor array. From Lemma 2, # P E  = (N -  l ) ( | S i |  -1- |^21 + | S i  + S 2  + S 3  J) + 1 .
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The displacement S3 ^  0 as the input matrix cannot be stationary (otherwise, the memory required 
in each PE will be proportional to N). Hence,
>  1 + k2 "I" k\ *f &2 “I" ^3 — 1>
giving the minirmim PE count # P E  = N . The table below lists all the possible values of dis­
placements and spacings for a ^PE-optimal linear processor array ( # P E  = N)  with periods
T  = (tiftijtaY and ki + k2 + + &2 + ^3 = 1*
Case k2 *3 <3,1 *3,2
1 0 0 ±1 h t2
2 0 ±1 =Fl *1 t2 +  £3
3 ±1 0 =Fl t\ + $3 t2
Case 1. From Corollary 2, t i  + t 2 > N + 1. For minimum Tcomp> *3 = 1 and t\ + t2 = N  + 1 .
Hence, f  =  ( t i ,  t 2i 1)* and K =  (0,0, ±1)*, and Tcomp is equal to ( N  -  1)(2 JV +  3) +  1.
Case 2. From Corollary 2, we get t \  + t 2 + *3 > N  + 1 , and
Tcom p — {N ~ 1 )(2 1 \ + 2 12 + £3) + 1 = (N  — 1)(2 (t \  + t 2 + 1 $ ) — £3) + 1
Therefore, for minimum Tcomp, h  + t2 + *3 should be minimized and £3 should be maximized. The 
maximum value of t$ = N  — 1 as t\ > 1 and t2 > 1 . Hence, T£££p = (N  — l)(iV + 3) +1 
Case 3. Similar to Case 2, the best computation time T££p = (N -  l)(iV + 3) + 1.
Therefore, the minimum computation time for the minimum-processor designs occur for Cases 2  
and 3 above.
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